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The Google Visualization API enables developers to create and integrate compelling visualizations for Google products. Using a small number of client side scripts to customize and dynamically produce charts, graphs and map, the Google API provides developers with an easy-to-use library that has no prior knowledge of the Google products required to be used. phpPdf is
a pure PHP library for creating PDF documents on the fly, easily integrate in your applications and create PDF documents from your own data. A pure PHP library, it doesn't depend on other PDF libraries (such as Jpeg or GhostScript) and doesn't need to be embedded to your application. Smart VoIP web app for managing multiple extensions The Application will be
developed in php An IM client application which is comprised of four separate parts: • A Hosting Server: This application will act as the Web Server for hosting the application and will run on a dedicated web host. • A Mysql Database: The application will be integrated with a Database that will store its users' information. • The IM Control Panel • A client side Java based
Client. The Client: This will be a java based Client with a web based user interface and on the go functionality. PhpDB is a light and fast MySQL database access and driver written in PHP. It can be used in every web application that needs to communicate with MySQL databases, but also standalone applications, such as e-mail clients and mail servers, as well as desktop
clients. JDA is a server-side java application framework that is suited to build enterprise-scale and web-scale java applications. The technology is designed to be reliable and secure. JDA is based on MySQL and uses the JDBC API. JDA is most often used as a generic technology that is wrapped around other frameworks and applications. Software development
tool/framework for creating complex web applications. Among other things, has a clean PHP5-based MVC architecture that lets you use only simple MVC components such as controllers, forms, and views. A PHP driven online bulletin board application using MySQL as the backend and used to display pictures, with text, and other items related to your site. Users can
upload pictures to the site and show it. Java Web-Based Application Framework for AJAX-Enabled Websites. The java application framework has a simple, yet powerful, MVC architecture that is based on an SOA model. The framework
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KEYMACRO is an excellent low-level library and development toolkit. The KEYMACRO library takes care of several platform-independent tasks, allowing you to easily interface with several common OpenBet is a collection of open source content that you can customize and modify to suit your requirements and create your own OpenBet site. You can start from a blank
slate and customize any aspect of the OpenBet site to fit your own requirements. TinyBK is an advanced bot used for private trackers. It is designed to be used by high-volume trackers (many thousands of concurrent users), and will allow you to add scripts that other bots will see as invisible. Features: * Scripts can be very lightweight * Scripts can add or remove torrents *
Scripts can be very performant * Can be remotely controlled * Implemented in Java, PHP, C++, and others Magicsim is a web-based user interface for viewing and manipulating images of the MSDOS filesystem. It allows you to view, organize and manipulate the pictures stored in the file system. It also supports external viewers such as 'progs' or just plain graphical
viewers. It is a cross platform application for encryption that helps in encrypting and decrypting files, folders and your entire system. It uses an Algorithm (Twofish) based on the Info-ZIP file format. This means you are getting a peer to peer system (no central server) and an encryption system that is more secure than a single key system such as AES or RSA. Reloader is a
PHP web based tracker panel that will allow you to create a custom tracker that can be viewed on a lot of different trackers with just a few lines of code. You can even make your own trackers or you can allow trackers to create their own trackers and make trackers for your panel. GetRight is an application for creating a release catalogue and managing releases. It is built
as a tool to aid in promoting releases, but can do all manner of things such as creating backup archives, archiving and renaming files, checking MD5 hashes, editing dates, uploading files and much more. It works with torrents and other kinds of files as well. Xara Web is a high performance PHP script/application that lets you create, view and edit complex XML files with
a web browser. It runs very well even on a slow web server. It 1d6a3396d6
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FILEBOT Description: FILENART Description: A comprehensive and easy to use database/BASE backup solution that works with MySQL, SQLite, MSSQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL, and ADOdb databases. BASEdump Description: BASEcleaner Description: A very easy to use, minimal PHP and MySQL based, perfectly functional and fully customizable site banner / popup
/ widget tool. CrossTrader Description: CrossTrader is a highly stable and highly customizable PHP based script for large scale cross trading. CrossTrader is not a normal PHP script, it contains a whole bundle of things such as database management, forum, user accounts, validation, integration and much more. KeyFeatures Description: CWS Description: Counter Trade
Wizard is a simple web service that gives you an easy interface to create custom baskets and limit orders. You can fill your baskets with data from almost any web service you wish, then the CWS will automatically execute all orders. EMV2UK Description: EMV2UK is a simple script that allows you to use the emv2.com/uk site in an offline fashion. You can use it to
verify your card when abroad. Fleeta Description: Fleeta is a script that allows you to insert your shopping cart in any web page on any domain using PHP, JavaScript and JQuery. Glom Description: Glom allows you to create an automatic web link to any web page for the purpose of monitoring the traffic to your site. The page is being monitored in realtime by means of
the ping module that is built into the script. Max For Live Description: Max for Live is an easy to use and highly customizable web based audio sequencer. MUSILog Description: MUSILog is a simple yet powerful script for creating very cool and professional looking music playlists in your site. The script is powered by phpMyQL, so it is perfect for PHP sites. PLCConnector Description: PLC Connector is a basic web service that allows you to connect the PLC tracker to your site. There are 2 ways to do this: - Via a simple form (requires no installation) - Via a PHP script (requires no installation, and the trackers own PHP script is required) Stats Description:

What's New in the TorrentTrader?
TorrentTrader is a tracking & site management software for BitTorrent. It is a powerful, flexible and easy to install tracker & site management tool. TorrentTrader is a specialized site & tracker for private torrent sites. It was initially designed to be a TorrentBitTorrent tracker. The tracker can be used with all major P2P clients. TorrentTrader can be run both as a tracker or
as a site. It is possible to set up a tracker with the homepage of your own site. Users can subscribe to your tracker with the tracker control panel of TorrentTrader. TorrentTrader was designed to be as transparent as possible. Everything you need to configure the site is located on the management control panel. Usability TorrentTrader is a perfect and very user-friendly
tracker. It is easy to setup, manage and maintain your tracker. You can make the tracker admin panel to fit your needs. The script is made of only PHP and MySQL files. It is easily extendable and customizable. The templates are included. This means that you can create your own front-end with your own designs and themes. Advantages It can run as a tracker or as a site.
Highly customizable. Small size. Built-in themes. Can track both public and private torrents. Community-based and open source. TorrentTrader is built with security in mind. Admin backend supports flexible user permissions. TorrentTrader uses the MySQL database. Best of all, TorrentTrader is free. TorrentTrader Installation TorrentTrader is a PHP / MySQL tracker
which runs on both Windows and Linux platforms. You can download and install the torrenttrader.tar.gz directly from this page. A new site has to be created. The forum will be hosted in a separate subdomain of the tracker. TorrentTrader will also need to be accessible via web address. The database will be created with sample data. The forum will be publicly accessible.
The tracker will not be accessible by the public. Private torrents can be tracked. TorrentTrader Requirements PHP 5.0 or higher MySQL 4.0.x or higher PHP-GD 2.0 To be able to run TorrentTrader, your server has to have at least 32 MB of RAM, more than 5 MB of RAM should be preferred. TorrentTrader is an open source project and is released under the GNU GPL
license. New Features and Improvements Version 1.0.1 (27/06/2010): Added IP filtering. Added proxy support. General code changes. Version 1.
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System Requirements:
Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5-2400 @ 3.1GHz or higher Memory: 4 GB RAM Storage: 4 GB available space Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 570 / AMD HD 7970 DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Hard Drive: 35 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible sound card Video Card: NVIDIA GTX 570 / AMD HD 7970 Other:
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